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Add-ons New features Improvements

Claims & Returns Management
Improvement 

We have now introduced the possibility to:
• Set a return charge for all lines in a return 

errand
• Update the stock code status on all lines in 

one go when managing an errand in studio

We have also introduced a new return work flow 
enabling the possibility to make returns from 
product. Adding the SKUs to be returned is done 
by importing SKU and quantities via a .csv file. 
This new flow is complementing the existing 
return flow where it is possible to make a return 
by selecting SKUs from an order.

sales@parttrap.comFor more info regarding add-ons:

Manufacturing item input
New Add-on 

User input for manufactured items.
If you are selling items that are manufactured 
based on input from user this add-on will help 
you. Configure what items should trigger the 
dialog box where the customer enters the 
necessary input. An example is if a user buys 
badges where “names” should be printed.
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PIM+
Improvement

BOM-lists created in Studio are now connected to 
Product instead of previously to a Project

$

Spare Parts Management
Improvement 

It’s now possible to upload and use SVG-files as 
images in diagram books in Studio
*SVG-files can be exported from CAD-systems such as Solidworks

In “Add Page”, it’s now possible to select a page 
(from any book) to copy information from. 
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Pot & Approval
Improvement

New feature that enables the possibility to send 
reminders to the approval group after x number of 
days if an order has not been approved
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Sharing shopping lists

When creating a shopping 
list, there is now a “Shared” 
checkbox that can be checked 
in order to make the shopping 
list visible for other users with 
the same customer code. This 
can also be done for already 
created shopping lists.

Considering opening a Webstore for Chinese market? Then you might 
end up with issues, as some markets are shielded by firewalls preventing 
free access to Western countries. “The great firewall of China” is a perfect 
example of this. In this version we have built in support so that code base 
collections, like JS, don’t need to access the API:s from any other supplier 
than your webserver. This enables you to deliver the same user experience 
to your customers globally.

Product images

In the image library section 
we have now introduced 
the possibility to define 
which product images that 
will be shown in the site by 
including one or several image 
placeholders.

Login Status Section

In the Login Status section, 
there are now options for how 
to display user details for the 
logged in user: Only Customer 
Name, Only Customer Code
or Both Customer Code and 
Customer name.

Expanding to China?

Performance 
improvements

A major overhaul of module 
Catalog Versions has 
resulted in considerable 

performance improvements
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When connecting an assortment or refinement 
to a user the available records are now listed in 
alphabetic order.

Improved search for attribute values in attribute 
matrix and dynamic forms, exact match now listed 
first. 

When using attributes to filter ERP on VP the 
attribute value is pre-selected if only one value 
exists.

When exporting from dynamic product list in Studio 
the characters Å Ä Ö are now exported correctly.

When menu navigation node is connected to Root 
node in the catalog the correct node name is 
displayed instead of the fallback text “Catalog”.

New relation type “Optional replacement”. When 
adding an item to cart the user can chose to either 
keep the original item or replace it with another.

$

Products

$

Cart, Checkout & order Users
For iScala ‘00’ displays as default address in the 
address dropdown in Checkout unless there is 
another Delivery Address on User that is defaulted.

For iScala Two new columns added; Order Type and 
Order Status

User Fields are now added to available columns in 
the Users list in Studio.
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New system texts added to following sections if no data exists:  

• DeliveryInformation from LeanLog:  “You have no open orders”
• Complete checkout section: “Your cart is empty”
• Manage Delivery Address: “You have not added any delivery addresses”
• Favourites: “No favourite products added”
• Shopping lists: “No shopping lists added”

{    }

Content

We have updated our Parttrap Customer Center with a GDPR section, explaining both our policies and new 
GDPR system features. There are also new articles covering everything from configuration instructions to how 

the system works. Don’t forget to visit us at support.parttrap.com

CUSTOMER CENTER
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